Secondary structure of a 345-base RNA fragment covering the S8/S15 protein binding domain of Escherichia coli 16S ribosomal RNA.
A technique for isolating defined fragments of a large RNA has been developed and applied to a ribosomal RNA. A section of the Escherichia coli rrnB cistron corresponding to the S8/S15 protein binding domain of 16S ribosomal RNA was cloned into a single-stranded DNA phage; after hybridization of the phage DNA with 16S RNA and digestion with T1 ribonuclease, the protected RNA was separated from the DNA under denaturing conditions to yield a 345-base RNA fragment with unique ends (bases 525-869 in the 16S sequence). The secondary structure of this fragment was determined by mapping the cleavage sites of enzymes specific for single-stranded or double-helical RNA. The fragment structure is almost identical with that proposed for the corresponding region of intact 16S RNA on the basis of phylogenetic comparisons [Woese, C. R., Gutell, R., Gupta, R., & Noller, H. (1983) Microbiol. Rev. 47, 621-669]. We conclude that this section of RNA constitutes an independently folding domain that may be studied in isolation from the rest of the 16S RNA. The structure mapping experiments have indicated several interesting features in the RNA structure. (i) The largest bulge loop in the molecule (20 bases) contains specific tertiary structure. (ii) A region of long-range secondary structure, pairing bases about 200 residues apart in the sequence, can hydrogen bond in two different mutually exclusive schemes. Both appear to exist simultaneously in the RNA fragment under our conditions. (iii) The long-range secondary structure and one adjacent helix melt between 37 and 60 degrees C in the absence of Mg2+, while the rest of the structure is quite stable.